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1. Introduction {#ente201800166-sec-0001}
===============

The electrocaloric effect (ECE) describes a temperature or entropy change of a material under application of an external electric field. While the ECE has long been viewed as a rather small effect without much technological relevance, the field of electrocaloric (EC) materials has recently seen a tremendous increase in research activity, following the demonstration of a "giant" EC response in Pb(Zr,Ti)O~3~ thin films in 2006.[1](#ente201800166-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The (indirectly) obtained adiabatic temperature change of Δ*T*≈12 K in that work has opened up the possibility to use the ECE for future applications in refrigeration and other solid state cooling devices.[2](#ente201800166-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#ente201800166-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Much work has been done since then, focusing on fundamental aspects, materials optimization, and possible device concepts (see, for example, Ref. [4](#ente201800166-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#ente201800166-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#ente201800166-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#ente201800166-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#ente201800166-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#ente201800166-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#ente201800166-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} for recent reviews).

In the normal case (conventional or positive ECE), the applied field orders the electric dipoles in a dielectric material and thus lowers its entropy or, under adiabatic conditions, increases its temperature. However, under certain conditions also an inverse (or negative) ECE can occur, where the isothermal entropy change, Δ*S*, is positive and the adiabatic temperature change, Δ*T*, is negative under an increasing electric field.

Examples where such an inverse EC response has been observed experimentally include antiferroelectric (AFE) materials[11](#ente201800166-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#ente201800166-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#ente201800166-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} and ferroelectric (FE) materials exhibiting transitions between different FE phases corresponding to different polarization directions.[14](#ente201800166-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#ente201800166-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, an inverse caloric response has been suggested to occur for certain polar defect configurations in FE materials.[16](#ente201800166-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} However, in all theses cases, the inverse effect is restricted to specific temperature and field regions.

At first glance, an increase of entropy in a dipolar system under application of an external field seems rather counter intuitive. However, it has been reported that, if the external field is applied along a direction that is either non‐collinear[17](#ente201800166-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#ente201800166-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#ente201800166-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#ente201800166-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#ente201800166-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} or antiparallel[18](#ente201800166-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#ente201800166-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#ente201800166-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#ente201800166-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#ente201800166-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#ente201800166-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#ente201800166-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#ente201800166-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} to the direction of the spontaneous electric polarization in a FE, the applied field can create disorder in the alignment of the electric dipoles and thus lead to an inverse ECE. Similarly, an electric field favors the FE phase with homogeneous polarization and can eventually reduce the ordering in AFE phases resulting in an inverse EC response.[30](#ente201800166-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Several suggestions have been made to utilize a combination of the conventional and inverse ECE to achieve a larger overall temperature change (Δ*T*) and thus enable optimized EC cooling cycles.[17](#ente201800166-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#ente201800166-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#ente201800166-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#ente201800166-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#ente201800166-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#ente201800166-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#ente201800166-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#ente201800166-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand, an unintentional combination of inverse and conventional effects can also reduce the overall EC response of a system, for example, in polycrystals or in inhomogeneous materials. It is, therefore, very important to have a good understanding of the specific parameter ranges giving rise to large inverse EC responses, that is, factors such as doping level, strain, temperature, magnitude, and direction of the electric field, as well as process conditions, to avoid an unintentional compensation between normal and inverse effects and obtain the maximally possible response for future cooling applications. Furthermore, as recently discussed by Birks et al.,[31](#ente201800166-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} an apparent inverse ECE can sometimes be an artifact of the measurement and data analysis methods. It is thus important to avoid such pitfalls in oder to obtain reliable information about the specific conditions for which a certain material exhibits a conventional or an inverse EC response.

The purpose of this article is to review different previous reports on the inverse ECE and to identify the common features and potential differences to consolidate these findings into a comprehensive picture. We hope that this will enable more targeted future studies and optimization of the EC response with regards to potential applications.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the main thermodynamic aspects and introduce the basic equations relevant for the discussion in the subsequent sections. In Section 3, we review the various systems for which the inverse effect has been observed in detail, and we discuss possible mechanisms responsible for this effect. We distinguish between ferroelectrics, where the field is reversed or non‐collinear to the polarization direction; acceptor‐doped ferroelectrics, where defect dipoles affect the ECE; and antiferroelectrics. In Section 4, we discuss some more general aspects of the inverse EC response such as advantages, possible disadvantages, and potential pitfalls associated with the artificial prediction of inverse response from so‐called indirect measurements. Furthermore, we compare the inverse ECE with the closely related inverse magnetocaloric and elastocaloric effects. Finally, a summary and an outlook are given in Section 5.

2. Thermodynamics {#ente201800166-sec-0002}
=================

The free energy density (*F*(*T*,**E**)), of a dielectric material can be written in terms of temperature (*T*) and electric field (**E**). Here, *F*(*T*,**E**) can refer both to the Helmholtz free energy density (*F*=*U*−*TS*−**E**⋅**P**), with the specific internal energy (*U*), specific entropy (*S*), and electric polarization (***P***) as well as to the Gibbs free energy density (*F*=*U*−**T** *S*−**E**⋅**P**−tr(**σ** ^T^⋅**η**), with stress **σ** and strain **η**) depending on the mechanical boundary conditions.[32](#ente201800166-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#ente201800166-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Note that polarization and electric field are vectors, and stress and strain are tensors of rank two. Furthermore, in the following we will refer to the specific entropy, that is, the entropy per unit volume, simply as "entropy".

Entropy and electric polarization are then defined as *S*(*T*,**E**)=−*∂F*/*∂T* and **P**(*T*,**E**)=−*∂F*/*∂* **E**, respectively, and a general entropy change is given by Equation [(1)](#ente201800166-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$dS = \left. \frac{\partial S}{\partial T} \right|_{\mathbf{E}}dT + \left. \frac{\partial S}{\partial\mathbf{E}} \right|_{T} \cdot d\mathbf{E}$$

Thus, under isothermal variation of the electric field (*dT*=0) one obtains:$$dS = \left. \frac{\partial S}{\partial\mathbf{E}} \right|_{T} \cdot d\mathbf{E} = \left. \frac{\partial\mathbf{P}}{\partial T} \right|_{\mathbf{E}} \cdot d\mathbf{E}$$

where the following thermodynamic Maxwell relation has been used:$$\left. \frac{\partial S}{\partial\mathbf{E}} \right|_{T} = - \frac{\partial^{2}F}{\partial\mathbf{E}\partial T} = \left. \frac{\partial\mathbf{P}}{\partial T} \right|_{\mathbf{E}}$$

Under adiabatic conditions (d*S*=0), the temperature change under variation of an electric field can be obtained from Equation (1) as:$$dT = - \left( \left. \frac{\partial S}{\partial\mathbf{E}} \right|_{T} \right)\left( \left. \frac{\partial S}{\partial T} \right|_{\mathbf{E}} \right)^{- 1} \cdot d\mathbf{E} = - \frac{T}{C_{E}}\left. \frac{\partial\mathbf{P}}{\partial T} \right|_{\mathbf{E}} \cdot d\mathbf{E}$$

where *C* ~**E**~=*T∂S*/*∂T*\|~**E**~ is the specific heat at constant electric field and again the Maxwell relation \[Eq. (3)\] has been used. Note that entropy and temperature changes depend on the scalar product of *∂* **P**/*∂T* and d**E**, \[cf. Eqs. (2) and (4)\]. In the following, we only consider processes where the electric field is varied along a fixed direction, and then *P* and *E* refer to the components of **P** and **E** along the (positive) field direction. A negative *E* thus indicates a reversal of the field along the given axis.

By integrating Equations (2) and (4) from an initial field *E* ~init~ to a final field *E* ~end~, one obtains the total isothermal EC entropy change (Δ*S*) and the total adiabatic EC temperature change (Δ*T*) from the temperature and field dependence of the electric polarization *P*(*T*,*E*) as$$\Delta S = \int\limits_{E_{init}}^{E_{end}}\left. \frac{\partial P}{\partial T} \right|_{E}dE$$

and$$\Delta T = - \int\limits_{E_{init}}^{E_{end}}\frac{T}{C_{E}\left( T \right)}\left. \frac{\partial P}{\partial T} \right|_{E}dE$$

It can easily be seen from Equations (5) and (6) that for increasing field, that is, positive d*E*, the conventional ECE is related to a negative slope of *P*(*T*): for decreasing polarization with increasing temperature ((*∂P*/*∂T*)~*E*~\<0), while a positive slope of *P*(*T*) would correspond to an inverse ECE. On the other hand, as usually *P* and *∂P*/*∂T* have opposite signs, an inverse ECE is also possible if **P** and **E** are antiparallel, for example, for a reversed field in a poled ferroelectric (such that (*∂P*/*∂T*)~*E*~ and d*E* have the same sign).

Sometimes it is instructive to separate the total entropy change into a part related to the dipolar degrees of freedom that give rise to the ferroelectric polarization (Δ*S* ~dip~) and the remaining vibrational degrees of freedom (Δ*S* ~latt~).[9](#ente201800166-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#ente201800166-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Under adiabatic (and reversible) conditions, the change in entropy of the dipolar system (caused by application or removal of an external field) is then redistributed to the remaining degrees of freedom \[Eqs. (7)‐[(7)](#ente201800166-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"}\]:$$\Delta S{}_{dip} = - \Delta S{}_{latt}$$ $$\,\; = - \int\limits_{T_{init}}^{T_{end}}\frac{C_{latt}}{T}dT$$ $$\,\; \approx - C{}_{latt}\ln\left( T{}_{end}/T{}_{init} \right)$$

Here, *C* ~latt~ is the specific heat capacity related to the non‐dipolar degrees of freedom, which, by its definition, is only weakly temperature and field dependent in the range of interest. Thus, a decrease of the dipolar entropy (Δ*S* ~dip~\<0) corresponds to *T* ~end~\>*T* ~init~, that is, heating of the system, whereas an increase in dipolar entropy (Δ*S* ~dip~\>0) results in cooling (*T* ~end~\<*T* ~init~), consistent with Equations (5) and (6).

For an intuitive interpretation of the ECE in a simple ferroelectric (or paraelectric) phase under a collinear field, one can also use Landau theory and expand the (dipolar) free energy density with respect to *P*:[9](#ente201800166-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#ente201800166-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#ente201800166-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} $$F_{dip} = F_{0} + \frac{1}{2}a_{0}\left( T - T_{C} \right)P^{2} + \frac{1}{4}bP^{4} - EP$$

where *a* ~0~ and *b* are material‐dependent parameters, and *T* ~C~ is the Curie temperature. The field‐induced change of the dipolar entropy is then given by:$$\Delta S_{dip} = - \frac{1}{2}a_{0}\left( P_{end}^{2} - P_{init}^{2} \right)$$

that is, the change in the dipolar entropy is essentially determined by the change in the absolute value of *P*. Note, that Equation (10) does not apply to more complex cases such as transitions between FE phases with different polarization directions.

As discussed in more detail in Section 3, the largest ECE is typically observed at ferroelectric phase transitions, which are often of first order where *P*(*T*) exhibits an abrupt jump and *∂P*/*∂T* is thus ill defined. Nevertheless, one can generalize Equation (5) for such cases by splitting the polarization into a part that varies smoothly with *T* and *E* (*P̃*(*T*,*E*)) and a discontinuous jump (Δ*P*(*E* ~t~(*T*))), which occurs at the temperature‐dependent transition field *E* ~t~(*T*) or, equivalently, at the field‐dependent transition temperature *T* ~t~(*E*):[20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#ente201800166-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#ente201800166-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} $$P\left( T,E \right) = \widetilde{P}\left( T,E \right) + \Delta P\left( E{}_{t}\left( T \right) \right)\Theta\left( T - T{}_{t}\left( E \right) \right)$$

Here, *Θ*(*T*−*T* ~t~(*E*)) represents the Heaviside step function, which is 0 for *T*−*T* ~t~(*E*)\<0 and 1 for *T*−*T* ~t~(*E*)\>0. Assuming that *E* ~t~(*T*) (or *T* ~t~(*E*), respectively) is uniquely defined in the considered temperature and field range, one can substitute Equation (12) into Equation (5), thereby taking the derivative with respect to *T*, and one can show that the total entropy change is given as the sum of two contributions as follows:$$\Delta S = \Delta\widetilde{S} + \Delta S{}_{LH}$$

where Δ*S̃* is obtained from the continuous part *P̃*(*T*,*E*) via Equation (5) and Δ*S* ~LH~ is the contribution stemming from the discontinuous jump Δ*P* at the first order phase transition. Δ*S* ~LH~ is related to the latent heat of the first order phase transition which is given by the following Clausius--Clapeyron equation:$$\Delta S_{LH} = \Delta P\left( E_{t}\left( T \right) \right)\mspace{180mu}\left| \frac{dE_{t}}{dT} \right|$$

It should be noted that within the coexistence range of a first order phase transition the state of the system (and thus the measured ECE) is not fully determined by the values of *E* and *T* but depends on the history of the sample, that is, on the preceding heat and field treatment. Thus, a well‐defined initial state is crucial for obtaining meaningful EC entropy and temperature changes. Furthermore, in such cases, the EC response can be irreversible if the system (or parts of it) is trapped inside the coexistence range, see Section 3.1.2. The same is true within the FE phase where the system can exhibit a field hysteresis (see, e.g., Figure [1](#ente201800166-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic picture of a ferroelectric hysteresis loop for collinear field and polarization. If the field is ramped from *E* ~init~\>0 (lime dot) to a negative *E* ~end~ (black dot), it does the total work (per unit volume) $W_{total} = \int_{P_{init}}^{P_{end}}E\mspace{180mu} dP$ (gray area). The work can be separated into work losses *W* ~loss~ and the reversible work (green area) defined as the work done on the reversible polarization *P* ~r~ (black line crossing the center of the hysteresis), $W_{r} = \int_{P_{init}^{'}}^{P_{end}^{'}}EdP_{r}$ . Adapted with permission from Ref. [28](#ente201800166-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright **2016**, AIP Publishing.](ENTE-6-1491-g004){#ente201800166-fig-0001}

Below the FE *T* ~c~, that is, for *T*\<*T* ~C~, the poled material has a remnant polarization, see Figure [1](#ente201800166-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. Increasing an external field that is either non‐collinear or antiparallel to the polarization may induce switching of the polarization direction if \|*E* ~end~\| exceeds the coercive field *E* ~c~ of the ferroelectric hysteresis. Under adiabatic conditions, there is no heat exchange and the work loss (per unit volume), *W* ~loss~, causes an additional contribution to the entropy change:$$\Delta S = W{}_{loss}/T{}_{init}$$

where *T* ~init~ is the initial temperature and *W* ~loss~ is defined as the difference (per unit volume) of total work *W* ~total~ done on the total polarization change and the reversible work *W* ~r~ done on the reversible polarization change. *W* ~total~ and *W* ~r~ are indicated by the gray and green areas in Figure [1](#ente201800166-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. According to the experimental observations by Bolten et al.,[36](#ente201800166-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} the reversible polarization change can be approximated by a straight line crossing the center of the hysteresis with the same slope as *P*(*E*) at the saturation polarization point as indicated by the black straight line in Figure [1](#ente201800166-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. The change of entropy transferred to the vibrational degrees of freedom is thus expressed as follows:$$\Delta S_{latt} = - \Delta S_{dip} + \frac{W_{loss}}{T_{init}}$$

Under reversible adiabatic modifications of the external field, *W* ~loss~=0, and one regains Equation (7). Commonly, *W* ~loss~\>0 for field application and *W* ~loss~\<0 for field removal, resulting in an increase and a decrease of the lattice entropy, that is, heating and cooling of the material, respectively. Therefore, losses may considerably reduce the overall temperature change in case of the inverse ECE. Furthermore, the losses may differ for field application and removal, possibly resulting in a temperature drift and a reduction of the overall cooling capacity.

Equations (5) and (6) are often used for indirect determination of Δ*S* and Δ*T*, which can then be obtained from standard polarization measurements without the need for any additional equipment. Furthermore, no knowledge on the time evolution of the system is required, which is advantageous for some phenomenological models or Monte Carlo simulations.[17](#ente201800166-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The applicability of the indirect approach has been discussed several times, see, for example, Refs. [8](#ente201800166-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#ente201800166-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#ente201800166-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#ente201800166-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}. Its validity relies on the Maxwell relation \[Eq. (3)\], which implies that the free energy is a well‐defined, continuous, and continuously differentiable function of *T* and *E*, that is, thermal equilibrium, and reversibility. Formally, the Maxwell relation applies to homogeneous systems. However, it has been shown that averaging over, for example, a ceramic sample yields a sufficiently well‐defined thermodynamic system, and the indirect method is typically also successfully applied to ceramics and polycrystalline films. On the other hand, for cases such as the ones discussed above, where a different sample history can strongly affect the measured ECE, the application of the indirect approach can lead to particularly severe errors and can create artifacts, especially for ceramics and relaxor ferroelectrics (cf. Section 4.1). Furthermore, an additional effect owing to *W* ~loss~ is not taken into consideration in Equations (5) and (6).

3. Different Examples of Inverse EC Response {#ente201800166-sec-0003}
============================================

An electrocaloric response can in principle be observed in any dielectric material where an applied electric field induces an electric polarization. The largest conventional ECE is usually observed in ferroelectric and antiferroelectric materials, at temperatures slightly above the transition temperature between the FE (or AFE) and the paraelectric (PE) phase, that is, slightly above *T* ~C~.[7](#ente201800166-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#ente201800166-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Around these transitions the electric polarization typically varies strongly with temperature and field. Thus, large values for \|*∂P*/*∂T*\|~*E*~ can be obtained. In the case of a first order transition the polarization even exhibits a discontinuous jump and the latent heat of the transition can induce a giant Δ*T*/*E*.

In the PE phase, the polarization induced by the electric field is usually parallel to the applied field and decreases with temperature, that is, (*∂P*/*∂T*)~*E*~\<0. As shown in Figure [2](#ente201800166-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, the system becomes more ordered when applying an electric field (Δ*S* ~dip~\<0) that leads to a conventional ECE. Thus, in the PE phase no inverse effect is expected without competing internal bias fields.[20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#ente201800166-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

![Illustration of the dipolar ordering in the paraelectric phase. Colors encode the direction of local dipoles. a) Zero field, high disorder and b) an applied field parallel to the blue dipoles results in ordering (Δ*S* ~dip~\<0), which corresponds to the conventional ECE. Adapted with permission from Ref. [40](#ente201800166-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright **2016**, American Physical Society.](ENTE-6-1491-g005){#ente201800166-fig-0002}

3.1. Role of the relative direction between field and polarization {#ente201800166-sec-0004}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Inverse caloric effects have been reported to occur within a FE phase for certain cases where the field is applied antiparallel to the spontaneous polarization **P** ~s~,[18](#ente201800166-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#ente201800166-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#ente201800166-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#ente201800166-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#ente201800166-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#ente201800166-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#ente201800166-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} or where the field is non‐collinear to **P** ~s~, in particular close to transitions between two FE phases with different polarization directions.[14](#ente201800166-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#ente201800166-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#ente201800166-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#ente201800166-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#ente201800166-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#ente201800166-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#ente201800166-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#ente201800166-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} However, non‐collinear or antiparallel fields are not sufficient criteria for the occurrence of an inverse EC response. In the following we discuss under which circumstances an inverse ECE is expected, elucidate the underlying physical mechanisms, and discuss possible ways to optimize the overall Δ*T*.

### 3.1.1. Inverse ECE through field reversal {#ente201800166-sec-0005}

Within the FE phase, and after initial poling, a FE material generally exhibits a finite remanent polarization. Reversal of the polarization direction is then subject to a finite hysteresis, see Figure [3](#ente201800166-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} a. As the width of the hysteresis increases with decreasing *T*, both the upper and the lower branch of the field hysteresis are states that are accessible over a large field range at low *T*. It should be noted that many experimental investigations using the indirect approach focus on the right part of the upper branch of the field hysteresis, that is, where **P** is parallel to **E** and *E*\>0 (see Section 4.1) neglecting the possible inverse ECE discussed in the following.

![Field‐dependent transition between conventional and inverse ECE under field reversal based on direct experimental measurements for Pb(Mg~1/3~/Nb~2/3~)~0.71~Ti~0.29~O~3~ at 303 K. a) Measured field hysteresis. b) ECE depending on the final field (*E* ~init~=1 kV mm^−1^). The inverse ECE is found for ramping an antiparallel field down to the left shoulder of the hysteresis (brown stars). The cyan squares marks *E* ~end~=0 kV mm^−1^. Adapted with permission from Ref. [27](#ente201800166-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright **2016**, American Physical Society.](ENTE-6-1491-g006){#ente201800166-fig-0003}

Once the system is poled by applying a strong field in the positive direction, ramping the field back down to zero reduces the polarization and the system cools down (conventional ECE). However, the polarization can be reduced further if the field direction is reversed and the field is applied antiparallel to the remanent polarization. With increasing strength of the reversed field, the polarization is reduced until *P* ~end~=0 at the left coercive field $E\binom{{left}\mspace{510mu}}{c\mspace{510mu}}$ . A further increase of the negative field then results in an increase of the induced negative polarization.

As predicted based on the simple Landau model of Equation (10),[30](#ente201800166-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} the change of the dipolar entropy is related to Δ(*P* ^2^)=$P\binom{2\mspace{510mu}}{{end}\mspace{510mu}}$ −$P\binom{2\mspace{510mu}}{{init}\mspace{510mu}}$ , see Equation (11), and is negative if \|*P* ~end~\|\>\|*P* ~init~\| and positive if \|*P* ~end~\|\<\|*P* ~init~\|. The latter is the case if the reversed field strength is increased from zero up to \|*E* ~end~\|\<\|$E\binom{{left}\mspace{510mu}}{c\mspace{510mu}}$ \|. Thus, the entropy is increased for increasing (negative) field strength, that is, an inverse ECE is obtained, which under adiabatic conditions will result in further cooling of the system. This prediction is also in agreement with Equation (4), as the increasing reversed field (negative d*E*!) in combination with the negative (*∂P*/*∂T*)~*E*~ (for *P*\>0) results in negative d*T*, that is, cooling. Once the polarization switches to the negative direction, that is, for \|*E* ~end~\|\>\|$E\binom{{left}\mspace{510mu}}{c\mspace{510mu}}$ \|, the sign of (*∂P*/*∂T*)~*E*~ switches and a normal (positive) d*T* is obtained.

These predictions have been validated qualitatively by experimental findings for Pb(Mg~1/3~/Nb~2/3~)~0.71~Ti~0.29~O~3~.[27](#ente201800166-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, Basso et al.[26](#ente201800166-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} demonstrated that the EC cooling of a FE polymer can be enhanced if a negative electric field is applied to an initially positively poled sample. Experimental and theoretical studies of adiabatic loading cycles in Pb(Zr,Ti)O~3~ also showed the occurrence of an inverse ECE under reversed electric field and indicated that a reversed electric field should also increase the overall cooling effect.[23](#ente201800166-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#ente201800166-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#ente201800166-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} However, in contrast to the discussion so far, the maximal inverse EC response has not been observed, if the negative field is ramped exactly to the coercive field but for slightly smaller \|*E* ~end~\|, see Figure [3](#ente201800166-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} b. In addition, strong heating of the sample has been found for larger negative fields.

The field‐induced entropy and temperature changes in the ferroelectric phase are a combination of the induced change of the dipolar entropy and the work loss of the *P*--*E* loops.[28](#ente201800166-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} If the reversed field induces a reduction of *P* without inducing actual switching, work losses are small and the inverse ECE due to the dipolar entropy change becomes appreciable. Beyond the shoulder of the hysteresis, that is, left of the brown stars in Figure [3](#ente201800166-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, the irreversible losses exceed the increase of *S* ~dip~ and the sample heats up. Meanwhile, we could also reproduce these trends using lattice‐based Monte Carlo simulations[27](#ente201800166-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} and ab initio‐based molecular dynamics simulations for BaTiO~3~.[29](#ente201800166-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}

In summary, an electric field antiparallel to the remanent polarization can induce an inverse ECE in the poled ferroelectric phase. We note that this applies for positive poling (upper branch of the field hysteresis) with a negative field and for negative poling (lower branch of the field hysteresis) with positive applied field. The largest response is obtained if the field drives the system to the shoulder of the field hysteresis without ferroelectric switching. Ramping the field from positive to small negative fields can thus be utilized to enhance the overall cooling. However, a slightly too large reversed field results in large heating of the sample due to the irreversible heat losses. As illustrated in Figure [3](#ente201800166-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} b, one may already fully compensate the inverse cooling effect if one misses the optimal reversed field by only 0.025 kV mm^−1^.

### 3.1.2. Inverse ECE around FE--FE transitions {#ente201800166-sec-0006}

As noted previously, the largest EC temperature changes are usually observed close to FE--PE transitions. In addition, many FE materials such as, BaTiO~3~, (Ba,Sr)TiO~3~, or Pb(Mg~1/3~Nb~2/3~)O~3~--PbTiO~3~ (PMN--PT), exhibit multiple FE phases corresponding to different polarization directions and thus also undergo one or more first‐order FE--FE phase transitions. Because the reorientation of the polarization direction at these transitions also results in a pronounced temperature dependence of the various components of **P**, a strong ECE can also be expected in the vicinity of these transitions. There have been many studies reporting an inverse ECE at FE--FE transitions,[14](#ente201800166-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#ente201800166-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#ente201800166-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#ente201800166-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#ente201800166-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#ente201800166-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#ente201800166-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} which we review in this section. Because the direction of spontaneous polarization differs between two FE phases, the direction of the applied field relative to both polarization directions becomes important and a pronounced anisotropy of the EC response can be expected.

One of the first studies that reports a directly measured inverse effect was presented by Peräntie et al.[14](#ente201800166-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} The authors observed an inverse ECE in PMN--PT at a first‐order FE--FE phase transition from a rhombohedral (or field‐induced monoclinic M~*B*~) phase to an orthorhombic phase for a field applied along the \[011\] direction. The inverse ECE was explained by the latent heat associated with the field‐induced phase transition. In contrast, a conventional ECE was observed at higher temperatures, where the orthorhombic phase is reached through another FE--FE transition starting from a tetragonal (or field‐induced monoclinic M~*C*~) phase. Another study by Le Goupil et al.,[15](#ente201800166-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} also on PMN--PT but with the field applied along the \[001\] direction, reported an inverse effect obtained by both direct and indirect measurements. Here, the inverse effect was observed near the rhombohedral to tetragonal transition. Both studies thus indicate that the relative direction of applied field and the polarization directions within the two FE phases are very important.

Several theoretical studies also report an inverse EC response.[17](#ente201800166-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#ente201800166-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#ente201800166-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#ente201800166-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} First‐principles‐based simulations for (Ba,Sr)TiO~3~ [17](#ente201800166-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} predicted an inverse effect at the FE--FE transition between the orthorhombic and tetragonal phases. In this study, the non‐collinearity between the applied field and the polarization was proposed as the origin for the inverse effect. When the applied field is not along the direction of the spontaneous polarization in the FE phase, the application of the field can result in disordering of the electric dipoles away from the direction of the spontaneous polarization, which increases the dipolar entropy or, equivalently, reduces thermal entropy under adiabatic conditions. However, within this picture, it remains unclear whether the applied field needs to be non‐collinear to **P** ~s~ in the low‐ or high‐temperature FE phase (or both of them).

A detailed theoretical study of the direction dependence of the ECE in BaTiO~3~ and its relation with the inverse effect was also reported by Marathe et al.[20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} using first‐principle‐based simulations. An inverse response has been found at the FE--FE transition between the orthorhombic and tetragonal phases for a field along \[001\], whereas the conventional ECE occurred for a field along \[011\] and \[111\]. The corresponding results are reproduced in Figure [4](#ente201800166-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}. These theoretical predictions have also been qualitatively confirmed by direct EC temperature measurements for BaTiO~3~ single crystals, see Figure [5](#ente201800166-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}.[20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, at the FE--FE transition between the rhombohedral and orthorhombic phases, the EC response is inverse for applied fields along \[001\] and \[011\] but conventional if the field is along \[111\].[20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

![a) Adiabatic EC temperature change in BaTiO~3~ monodomain single crystals in the temperature region around the orthorhombic to tetragonal FE--FE transition under removal of a field of *E* ~init~=200 kV cm^−1^ applied along different crystallographic directions. b) Polarization, projected along the direction of the applied field, both before and after the field‐removal, for the various cases. The temperature in both (a) and (b) refers to the initial temperature, that is, the system temperature before the field‐removal. The dashed vertical lines mark the region with inverse response when the applied field is along \[001\]. The data have been obtained using ab initio‐based molecular dynamics simulations, see Ref. [20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} for further details. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright **2017**, American Physical Society.](ENTE-6-1491-g007){#ente201800166-fig-0004}

![Adiabatic EC temperature change corresponding to field‐application measured in a \[001\]‐oriented BaTiO~3~ single crystal using a custom‐made adiabatic calorimeter.[20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} The data represent an average over several on‐off field cycles with different maximal field strengths (black: 5 kV cm^−1^, red: 7.5 kV cm^−1^, blue: 10 kV cm^−1^). One can see that around the orthorhombic‐tetragonal transition temperature at ≈286 K, the ECE changes sign. Note that the simulation method used to obtain Figures [4](#ente201800166-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#ente201800166-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} underestimates the experimental transition temperatures. Δ*T* has been simulated for field removal, whereas the sign for field application is used in the experiment, that is, negative Δ*T* corresponds to the inverse effect.](ENTE-6-1491-g008){#ente201800166-fig-0005}

Note that in all these cases the field is non‐collinear to at least one of the FE phases. The field is even non‐collinear to the polarization direction of both phases for the orthorhombic--tetragonal transition and a field along \[111\] or the rhombohedral--orthorhombic transition and the field along \[001\], resulting in the conventional and inverse response, respectively.

The inverse EC response was explained by the entropy change related to the latent heat of the first order FE--FE phase transition.[20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} According to the Clausius--Clapeyron equation \[Eq. (14)\], the sign of Δ*S* ~LH~ is determined by the sign of the polarization jump Δ*P* across the transition. For example, in the temperature region where the inverse effect occurs for fields along \[001\], which is marked by dashed vertical lines in Figure [4](#ente201800166-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, the system undergoes a transition from the tetragonal phase (stabilized by the applied field) to the orthorhombic phase under field removal. The polarization change at the orthorhombic to tetragonal phase transition is illustrated in Figure [4](#ente201800166-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} b. The polarization component projected along \[001\] jumps to a larger value (positive Δ*P*) when the system transforms from the orthorhombic to the tetragonal phase, for example, for increasing *T*. Thus, for the reverse transition occurring under field removal, the polarization jump along the field direction is negative, leading to a negative Δ*S* ~LH~ according to Equation (14). This means that the removal of the field in this temperature region decreases the entropy, that is, it causes an inverse ECE. Note that Equation (14) results from the generalization of Equation (5) for discontinuous *P*(*T*), and therefore the positive jump of Δ*P* along \[001\] observed at the orthorhombic to tetragonal transition (for increasing *T*) in Figure [4](#ente201800166-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} is essentially analogous to a positive (*∂P*/*∂T*)~*E*~ along \[001\].

The inverse ECE at a first‐order FE--FE transition occurs exactly in those cases for which the electric field stabilizes the "higher entropy" phase that occurs at the high temperature side of the corresponding transition within the **E**--*T* phase diagram.[20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} In such cases the applied field reduces the transition temperature for the corresponding transition and Δ*S* ~LH~ is positive when entering the field‐stabilized "higher temperature" or "higher entropy" phase (under field application), and negative for the reversed transition (under field removal). This is also consistent with the experimental observations for PMN--PT reported in Ref. [14](#ente201800166-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, where an inverse effect is observed when the field‐induced orthorhombic phase is entered from the lower temperature rhombohedral (or monoclinic M~*B*~) phase but not from the higher temperature tetragonal (or monoclinic M~*C*~) phase.

The discussion above shows that, while non‐collinearity between the field and the spontaneous polarization in the (initial) FE phase is of course necessary to drive the system through a transition, it is not a sufficient condition for an inverse EC response. Rather, the sign of the latent heat contribution to the entropy change, which depends on the corresponding jump of polarization along the field direction, is crucial.

A small inverse ECE can also be obtained without crossing the actual transition if the polarization along the field direction exhibits a positive (*∂P*/*∂T*)~*E*~ in the vicinity of the transition. In particular, this effect has been observed within a certain temperature range on the low temperature side of the orthorhombic--tetragonal transition in BaTiO~3~ for a field along \[001\].[19](#ente201800166-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} This example is also depicted in Figure [6](#ente201800166-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, which shows the adiabatic temperature change and the corresponding polarization components of BaTiO~3~ for removal of a field of 100 kV cm^−1^ applied along \[001\] in the vicinity of the orthorhombic to tetragonal transition. These results have been obtained from first‐principles‐based molecular dynamics simulations similar to the ones presented in Ref. [20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} and [37](#ente201800166-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} using "field‐heated" initial states,[19](#ente201800166-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} that is, the molecular dynamics simulations are successively initialized from configurations thermalized at slightly lower temperatures with the applied field. This way, the orthorhombic phase is stabilized as the initial state throughout the whole (field‐dependent) coexistence region. One observes a small inverse ECE within the coexistence region between the orthorhombic and tetragonal phases, which is indicated by vertical green lines in Figure [6](#ente201800166-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}. There the sign of (*∂P* ~\[001\]~/*∂T*)~*E*~ is positive. The effect becomes larger, the closer the system gets to the transition, but no first‐order phase transition occurs under field removal within the coexistence region. Instead, the system undergoes a continuous rotation of the polarization direction from a field‐induced monoclinic state (with *P* ~\[001\]~\>*P* ~\[010\]~≠0, *P* ~\[100\]~=0) to the zero‐field orthorhombic phase (*P* ~\[001\]~=*P* ~\[010\]~≠0, *P* ~\[100\]~=0).

![Inverse ECE close to the first‐order FE--FE transition between the orthorhombic (O) and tetragonal (T) phases in BaTiO~3~, corresponding to removal of E~\[001\]~=100 kV cm^−1^. Results are obtained using first principles‐based molecular dynamics simulations (see refs. [19](#ente201800166-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} and [37](#ente201800166-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} for details). a) Adiabatic temperature change. b) Polarization components during field‐heating (solid lines) and after field‐removal (dashed lines) as function of temperature. The coexistence region between T and O phases is marked by the green vertical lines.](ENTE-6-1491-g009){#ente201800166-fig-0006}

Generally, close to a FE--FE transition between two different polarization directions, the system is highly polarizable by a field that is non‐collinear to the initial polarization direction and tends to rotate the polarization into the polarization direction of a competing FE phase.[21](#ente201800166-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#ente201800166-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} If this competing phase corresponds to a "higher temperature" phase in the *E*--*T* phase diagram, a positive (*∂P*/*∂T*)~*E*~ is likely to occur, creating an inverse ECE. Because no first‐order phase transition occurs in this case, the corresponding inverse ECE can in principle be fully reversible. However, the resulting temperature change in BaTiO~3~ is relatively small (Δ*T*≈0.2 K for a field of 100 kV cm^−1^ in Figure [6](#ente201800166-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}) compared to the giant EC response of Δ*T*≈1 K related to Δ*S* ~LH~ for the transition between orthorhombic and tetragonal phases.

In addition, in Ref. [20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} it has been pointed out that the size of Δ*S* ~LH~ only depends on where in the **E**--*T* phase diagram the FE--FE transition is crossed but otherwise is not directly related to the magnitude of the applied field. As long as the field is sufficient to drive the system through the transition, a "giant" EC response can be obtained for fields as small as 20 kV cm^−1^ (see Ref. [19](#ente201800166-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} and [20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}). Whether or not a given field is strong enough to drive the transition strongly depends on how close the system is to the transition initially. To reversibly cycle the system, the applied field needs to overcome the thermal hysteresis related to the first order phase transition,[19](#ente201800166-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} which is difficult to achieve and which may result in the system getting stuck in one of the FE phases. Furthermore, complex domain patterns may form at the phase boundary with possible impact on the material properties during field cycling.[41](#ente201800166-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} In both cases, the caloric response is not fully reversible in a cyclic electric field, which may be detrimental to cooling applications.

In a real material, the first‐order transition usually broadens due to sample inhomogeneities, and a clear distinction between the two cases (inverse ECE with or without crossing the transition) might not always be possible. Similarly, a rather broad transition is observed in the molecular dynamics simulations for PMN--PT in Ref. [22](#ente201800166-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}. However, because Equation (14) essentially represents the generalization of Equation (2) for the case of a discontinuous *P*(*T*) and both cases are related to an increase of *P* with temperature under constant electric field, this distinction might mostly be important for conceptual purposes. Nevertheless, if the ECE on the high temperature side of the FE--FE transition is conventional (e.g., on the high temperature side of the orthorhombic‐tetragonal transition in BaTiO~3~ for a field along \[001\]), then a broadening of the transition due to sample inhomogeneities will also lead to a partial compensation between normal and inverse response and therefore reduce the overall cooling of the sample. Partial compensation between the inverse response when crossing the FE--FE transition and normal response within one or both of the adjacent FE phases can also lead to non‐monotonous behavior of Δ*T* with the applied field strength. This has been demonstrated both in simulations[20](#ente201800166-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} and in experiments.[15](#ente201800166-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Thus, the strength of the applied field needs to be optimized to obtain the largest adiabatic temperature change.

Finally, since the sign of the EC response close to a transition generally depends on the direction of the applied field, the ECE in ceramic samples can be significantly reduced due to the random alignment of individual grains with respect to the applied field. This could lead to some grains exhibiting a conventional EC response while other grains show an inverse response leading to large temperature gradients across the grain boundaries and a strongly reduced total temperature change of the whole sample. A possible solution for this could be the use of textured samples with a preferential grain orientation.

3.2. Inverse ECE related to defect induced internal offsets {#ente201800166-sec-0007}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In acceptor‐doped perovskites (ABO~3~), some A or B site ions can be substituted by ions with a lower valence, for example, Ti^4+^ ions in BaTiO~3~ can be substituted by Mn^2+^. Charge neutrality is achieved through oxygen vacancies. The acceptor ions and the oxygen vacancies form defect dipoles that align with the overall polarization direction over time. This so‐called aging is commonly observed in experiments.[42](#ente201800166-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#ente201800166-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#ente201800166-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#ente201800166-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#ente201800166-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#ente201800166-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Related to diffusion, the switching or reorientation of these defect dipoles is orders of magnitude slower than the displacive reorientation of the lattice dipoles of the host material at low and ambient temperatures. As reviewed and discussed in Ref. [48](#ente201800166-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ente201800166-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#ente201800166-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ente201800166-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ente201800166-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, such "frozen‐in" defect dipoles act as an internal electrical field (*E* ~d~) with significant influence on the dielectric hysteresis. Therefore, a strong impact on the ECE in the FE phase has to be expected, see Section 3.1.1.

The possibility to enhance and control the ECE in dielectric materials by the presence of internal dipoles was formulated in a US patent by van Vechten in 1979.[53](#ente201800166-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} However, we are not aware of systematic studies on the impact of acceptor doping and aging on the EC response by other groups. Recently, Grünebohm and Nishimatsu predicted the possible appearance of the inverse ECE if defect dipoles have been equilibrated antiparallel to the external field applied in the ECE cycle (antiparallel defects), using both the direct and indirect approach and the ab initio based effective Hamiltonian.[16](#ente201800166-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} This approach was combined with lattice‐based Monte Carlo simulations by Ma et al. to study the transition between conventional and inverse ECE depending on the field strength; finally, a Landau model was used for further interpretation of the impact of the field hysteresis on the inverse ECE.[29](#ente201800166-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} For this, the electrostatic coupling between the defect‐induced field *E* ~d~ and the polarization −($\frac{1}{2}$ *E* ~d~ *P*) was added into the Landau model of Equation (10). In the following, we review the major impact of defect dipoles in BaTiO~3~ aligned along \[00‐1\] for an external field *E* applied along \[001\]. For simplicity we use the nomenclature *P* and *E* for the polarization and field component along \[001\].

First, we discuss the EC response within the paraelectric phase (*T*\>*T* ~C~). For a fixed strength of the applied field, adding antiparallel defect dipoles with increasing strength or density, the conventional ECE transforms to the inverse one, see Figure [7](#ente201800166-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} a and b. Increasing the external field strength results in a transition from inverse to conventional EC response (Figure [7](#ente201800166-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} c). The explicit field dependence of the response for one defect configuration is illustrated in Figure [8](#ente201800166-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}. First, the inverse ECE increases with *E*. Increasing the external field further results in a reduction of the inverse ECE, the caloric response vanishes for *E* ~end~=\|*E* ~d~\|, and finally an increasing conventional ECE is found for *E* ~end~\>\|*E* ~d~\|.

![Complex *T*‐dependency of the inverse and conventional ECE of BaTiO~3~ in the presence of antiparallel defect dipoles of a) different strength (black: no defects, red or blue: defects with local dipoles moment *P* ~d~ or 2 *P* ~d~), b) different defect densities, and c) different external field strength. a) Results based on ab initio‐based molecular dynamics simulations found for field removal with reversed sign to compare with (b) and (c), cf. Ref. [16](#ente201800166-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} for technical details. For crosses and squares, the initial polarization has been poled parallel to internal and external field, respectively. b, c) Data for ramping on the field taken from lattice‐based Monte Carlo simulations in Ref. [40](#ente201800166-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}. The initial states have been prepared by pre‐poling, that is, application and removal of a positive field under isothermal conditions. Vertical lines mark *T* ~C~ found by the different methods without field and defects. (b) and (c) adapted with permission from Ref. [40](#ente201800166-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright **2016**, American Physical Society.](ENTE-6-1491-g010){#ente201800166-fig-0007}

![*T*\>*T* ~C~: Schematic sketch of the field dependency of the ECE without (blue squares) and with (black dots) antiparallel defects, based on the analytic model of Ref. [29](#ente201800166-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}. In the presence of defects an inverse ECE is found for\|*E* ~d~\|\<*E*, which is maximal for *E*=\|*E* ~d~/2\| and *P* ~end~=0. For larger fields, the conventional ECE is obtained, which increases with *E*, however the conventional ECE is reduced by the defect dipoles. Labels (b--d) correspond to Figure [10](#ente201800166-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} (b--d), respectively.](ENTE-6-1491-g011){#ente201800166-fig-0008}

These trends can be understood by the opposing effect of *E* ~d~ and *E* on the polarization. For the defect‐free material, increasing the magnitude of *E* always results in an increase of the polarization (\|*P* ~init~\|\<\|*P* ~end~\|) and the conventional ECE (Figures [8](#ente201800166-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#ente201800166-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} a). However, antiparallel defects induce a finite negative polarization −*P* ~d~ for *E* ~init~=0 (Figure [10](#ente201800166-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} b--d). For *E* ~end~≤\|*E* ~d~\|/2, the external field steadily reduces the polarization (\|*P* ~init~\|\>\|*P* ~end~\|) and the system becomes more disordered after applying the electric field antiparallel to the defect dipoles as shown in Figure [9](#ente201800166-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}. For larger *E* ~end~, the polarization direction switches and *P* ~end~ increases with increasing \|*E* ~end~\|. Thus, the relative strength of both fields determines the sign and magnitude of Δ*T*. It should be noted that *E* ~d~, *P* ~d~, and thus the maximal inverse Δ*T* increase with the strength and density of the defect dipoles. Hence, for sufficiently strong or dense defect dipoles both conventional and inverse ECE are of the same order of magnitude, see Figure [7](#ente201800166-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}. In ab initio‐based simulations, we found an inverse ECE of more than 4 K. In addition, the temperature range with induced *P* above *T* ~C~ increases with the defect dipole concentration and their strength.

![Illustration of the dipolar ordering at *T*≳*T* ~C~. The black dots with white arrows represent the defect dipoles. Colors encode the direction of local dipoles (red: parallel to the defects; blue: parallel to the external field; yellow and green: perpendicular to both fields). a) Zero field: high order induced by the defect dipoles. b) an applied field antiparallel to the defect dipoles results in disordering (Δ*S* ~dip~\>0), which responds to the inverse ECE. Adapted with permission from Ref. [40](#ente201800166-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright **2016**, American Physical Society.](ENTE-6-1491-g012){#ente201800166-fig-0009}

![*T*\>*T* ~C~: Schematic illustration of field induced polarization changes if the external field is ramped on from 0 to *E* ~end~ in the presence of defect dipoles, based on the analytic model of Ref. [29](#ente201800166-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}. a) No defects: Δ\|*P*(*E*)\|\>0 (conventional ECE for all values of *E*); b)\|*E* ~d~\|/2\>*E*: Δ\|*P*(*E*)\|\<0 (inverse ECE) c)\|*E* ~d~\|/2\<*E*\<\|*E* ~d~\|: Δ\|*P*(*E*)\|\<0 reduced by the switching of the direction (inverse ECE); and d)\|*E* ~d~\|\<*E*: Δ\|*P*(*E*)\|\>0 reduced by the switching of the direction (conventional ECE). The lime and black dots represent the initial and final states, respectively.](ENTE-6-1491-g013){#ente201800166-fig-0010}

Within the FE phase, the ECE in the presence of defects shows a complex dependence on *T* and on the sample history (previous poling conditions, field‐cooling, field‐heating, zero‐field cooling, zero‐field heating, etc.). For example, as illustrated by blue lines in Figure [7](#ente201800166-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} a, we found different trends for field removal for the same defect concentration. If the field is removed after field cooling, the initial polarization is aligned with *E* ~d~, resulting in a small inverse ECE that decreases systematically with decreasing *T* (crosses). However, for field heating both initial polarization along *E* and *E* ~d~ are stable states up to about 300 K. If the system is initially poled along *E*, a large inverse ECE is induced upon removal of the field below this temperature.

These complex trends are related to the field hysteresis and its temperature dependency. As discussed for the defect‐free case in Section 3.1.1, both conventional and inverse ECE can be found for *T*\<*T* ~C~, depending on the previous poling direction and the additional contribution of work losses, if the field drives the system across the left or right coercive field. The situation is even more complex in the presence of antiparallel defects, as the center of the hysteresis is shifted towards positive values of *E*. For each *E* ~d~, that is, strength and density of the defect dipoles, one can define a characteristic temperature *T* ′ for which the left coercive field is zero. For *T*\<*T* ′, the broad thermal hysteresis results in a negative left coercive field, see Figure [11](#ente201800166-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} a. With increasing *T*, the thermal hysteresis is reduced and for *T*\>*T* ′ the left coercive field is positive (Figure [11](#ente201800166-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} b and c).

![*T*\<*T* ~C~: Schematic illustration of the temperature dependency of hysteresis, field induced polarization changes and work in the presence of defects, based on the analytic model of Ref. [29](#ente201800166-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}. With increasing *T*, the thermal hysteresis decreases and the left and right coercive fields are shifted, resulting in a positive $E\binom{{left}\mspace{510mu}}{c\mspace{510mu}}$ for *T*\>*T*′. Initial and final states discussed in the text are marked by lime and black symbols, respectively. Arrows illustrate the direction of the field change and are colored corresponding to the expected sign of Δ*T* (red: heating, blue: cooling), see text. The total work *W* ~total~ done by the field is highlighted in gray (dark: field removal, sum of dark and light: field application). The green areas correspond to the reversible work contribution *W* ~r~ (for initial and final states marked with dots).](ENTE-6-1491-g014){#ente201800166-fig-0011}

It depends on temperature and external field strength, which of the following scenarios applies for each defect configuration, cf. Figure [11](#ente201800166-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}: case 1) $E\binom{{left}\mspace{510mu}}{c\mspace{510mu}}$ \<0 and *E*\<$E\binom{{right}\mspace{510mu}}{c\mspace{510mu}}$ ; case 2) $E\binom{{left}\mspace{510mu}}{c\mspace{510mu}}$ \<0 and *E*\>$E\binom{{right}\mspace{510mu}}{c\mspace{510mu}}$ ; case 3) $E\binom{{left}\mspace{510mu}}{c\mspace{510mu}}$ \>0 and *E*\<$E\binom{{right}\mspace{510mu}}{c\mspace{510mu}}$ ; or case 4) $E\binom{{left}\mspace{510mu}}{c\mspace{510mu}}$ \>0 and *E*\>$E\binom{{right}\mspace{510mu}}{c\mspace{510mu}}$ . Here, *E* corresponds to *E* ~init~ for field‐application and *E* ~end~ for field‐removal.

At low temperatures for case 1, that is, between lime and black dots in Figure [11](#ente201800166-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} a, either reversible conventional or inverse ECE are found, depending on the previous poling direction with respect to the applied field direction as discussed above. In these cases, the defect‐induced shift of the hysteresis may enhance the response for a unipolar positive field compared to the defect free material as the slope of *P*(*E*) is larger close to the coercive field.[29](#ente201800166-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} For case 2, that is, between lime dot and black square in Figure [11](#ente201800166-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} a and negative poling, the polarization switches to the upper branch of the field hysteresis during the first field cycle. For further cycling or initial positive poling, a reversible conventional ECE is induced.

For strong or dense defect dipoles, that is, if the internal field exceeds *E*, case 3 is most relevant for a broad temperature range. As illustrated in Figure [11](#ente201800166-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} b and c, the system remains on the lower branch between *E=*0 and the black or lime square for field application or field removal from the negatively poled sample. This results in the small reversible inverse ECE also found in our molecular dynamics simulations for strong defect dipoles, see blue crosses in Figure [7](#ente201800166-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} a. However, if the field is removed from the positively poled sample, that is, starting from the upper branch in Figure [11](#ente201800166-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} c, the polarization direction switches. As discussed above, the switching of the polarization direction reduces Δ\|*P*\|, the sign and magnitude of which depend on the relative field strength. Furthermore, switching is related to work losses as illustrated by the difference of the dark gray area and the green area in Figure [11](#ente201800166-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}. These losses may induce a large inverse ECE under field removal (cf. blue squares in Figure [7](#ente201800166-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} a). Here, it should be noted that this large inverse response is not accessible by a cycling field as the system remains on the lower branch of the hysteresis after the first field cycle.

For case 4 (most relevant for *E*\>*E* ~d~ and *T*≲*T* ~C~), the polarization direction switches for all field protocols, see lime to black circles in Figure [11](#ente201800166-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} b and c. Thus, work losses contribute to the temperature change of field application and removal during subsequent field cycles. For field removal, the negative work loss is given by the difference of the dark gray area and the green area in Figure [11](#ente201800166-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}. For field application, the work loss is the difference between the total gray (light plus dark) area and the green area. In other words, the work loss is considerably larger for field application than its removal, particularly well below *T* ~C~.

In summary, defect dipoles aligned antiparallel to the external electrical field may reverse the sign of Δ*T* (inverse ECE). In particular in the paraelectric phase, both reversible conventional and inverse ECE can be induced depending on the relative field strength. For strong or dense defect dipoles, it has been predicted that \|Δ*T*\| of the inverse ECE may be comparable with \|Δ*T*\| of the conventional ECE. On the one hand, this opens up the possibility to tune the overall cooling performance by the combination of conventional and inverse ECE for *T*\>*T* ~C~ simply by changing the sign of *E*, possibly with a much larger enhancement compared to the ideal material for *T*\<*T* ~C~ (cf. Figure [3](#ente201800166-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} b). On the other hand, Figure [8](#ente201800166-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} also points out a possible disadvantage of the defect‐induced inverse ECE: Even a small defect‐induced field in experimental samples[32](#ente201800166-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#ente201800166-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ente201800166-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} may reduce the overall conventional ECE.

Within the ferroelectric phase, also both conventional and inverse ECE can be found depending on the previous poling direction. If initial and final polarization are parallel to each other, these responses are reversible for field application and removal. Similar to the discussion in Section 3.1, the largest response is possible if the system is ramped from or to the shoulder of the hysteresis. In contrast to the ideal system discussed in Section 3.1, it is not necessary to reverse the field direction for this optimization for *T*≤*T* ′. However, this reversible inverse ECE is one order of magnitude smaller compared to the inverse response of the paraelectric phase.

The shift of the field hysteresis allows polarization switching for unipolar electrical fields. The resulting work losses may result in large inverse ECE; however, this response is different for field application and removal and furthermore depends on the previous poling conditions, which makes the integration in future devices challenging.

It should be noted that these predictions are based on different models, ranging from a simple analytic Landau model to Monte Carlo simulations and to complex ab initio‐based molecular dynamics simulations with high predictive power. However, so far no atomistic simulations for actual dopants or possible relaxation of the defect dipoles with time have been conducted. Furthermore, experimental verification of the observed trends is required for a better evaluation of the technical impact.

### 3.2.1. Inverse ECE in antiferroelectric materials {#ente201800166-sec-0008}

In addition to the ferroelectric ordering discussed so far, also the entropy of other ferroic phases can be modified by an external electric field. In the following we discuss the ECE of the antiferroelectric phases appearing in some polar materials.

The characteristic behavior of antiferroelectrics can be described by the staggered polarization, which is often simplified as the polarization difference at two neighboring lattice sites. In the corresponding Kittel model the macroscopic polarization *P* is given as a sum of two sublattice polarizations *P*=*P* ~1~+*P* ~2~.[54](#ente201800166-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} At zero electric field, *P* ~1~=−*P* ~2~, and thus *P*=0, that is, the macroscopic polarization vanishes. Upon application of an electric field, a finite macroscopic polarization is induced, see Figure [12](#ente201800166-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} a. The field‐induced change of the dipolar entropy Δ*S* ~dip~ is composed of contributions from each sublattice Δ*S* ~dip1~ and Δ*S* ~dip2~ [30](#ente201800166-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} which can be calculated using Equation (11). Thus the overall dipolar entropy change of antiferroelectrics can be expressed by Equation [(17)](#ente201800166-disp-0017){ref-type="disp-formula"} $$\Delta S{}_{dip} = \Delta S{}_{{dip}1} + \Delta S{}_{{dip}2}$$

![Schematic illustration of the inverse caloric response of the antiferroelectric phase based on Kittel\'s model.[30](#ente201800166-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#ente201800166-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} a) For *E*\<*E* ~AFE--FE~, *E* induces an almost linear increase of *P*. The transition into the FE phase occurs at *E* ~AFE--FE~. b) Sublattice polarization *P* ~1~ (red) and *P* ~2~ (blue) for *E*\<*E* ~AFE--FE~. c) Resulting field induced entropy changes of both sublattices (Δ*S* ~dip1~, Δ*S* ~dip2~) and the resulting overall inverse response (Δ*S* ~dip~).](ENTE-6-1491-g015){#ente201800166-fig-0012}

where Δ*S* ~dip1~∝−$P\binom{2\mspace{510mu}}{1\mspace{510mu}}$ and Δ*S* ~dip2~∝−$P\binom{2\mspace{510mu}}{2\mspace{510mu}}$ .

Figure [12](#ente201800166-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} b and c depicts the sublattice polarizations and the corresponding sublattice entropy as obtained by the Kittel model. In the sublattice with polarization oriented along the direction of the applied electric field, the field‐induced increase of \|*P* ~1~\| results in a conventional entropy change (Δ*S* ~dip1~\<0). In the sublattice with polarization antiparallel to the direction of the applied electric field, the external field reduces \|*P* ~2~\| inducing an inverse entropy change (Δ*S* ~dip2~\>0). Globally, inverse ECE occurs since Δ*S* ~dip2~ overwhelms Δ*S* ~dip1~. When the external field exceeds *E* ~AFE--FE~, it induces a phase transition to the FE phase (Figure [12](#ente201800166-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} a) and the latent heat of the transition will contribute to the overall ECE. Commonly, the FE phase corresponds to the "low entropy" phase stable at lower temperatures and the field induced transition contributes a conventional entropy change.

Experimentally, a very small EC effect has first been reported for the prototype antiferroelectric PbZrO~3~ by Lawless.[55](#ente201800166-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} Pirc et al.[30](#ente201800166-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} found a significant negative temperature change of −1 K under a large electric field of 100 kV cm^−1^ at 37 °C in PbZrO~3~ bulk ceramics. A much larger temperature drop of −5 K was published by Geng et al.[13](#ente201800166-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} for (Pb~0.97~La~0.02~)(Zr~0.95~Ti~0.05~)O~3~ films of 650 nm thickness deposited on a Pt(111)/Ti/SiO~2~ substrate. Their *P*(*T*) data for different electric fields are depicted in Figure [13](#ente201800166-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"} and nicely show a transition from the inverse to the conventional ECE when the system is driven from the AFE into the FE phase. At high temperatures above the zero field *T* ~C~ the conventional ECE already occurs as expected at low electric fields. To shed light on the basic physical mechanism that permits the inverse ECE Axelsson[39](#ente201800166-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} used a 1D statistical mechanics model that only takes account of short range ordering. Based on a first‐principles effective Hamiltonian approach Lisenkov and co‐workers[56](#ente201800166-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#ente201800166-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} explored the inverse effect in PbZrO~3~. By applying electric fields along \[100\], \[110\], and \[111\] directions, they found no anisotropy in the ECE, which is in contrast to the inverse ECE in ferroelectrics. They reported that the inverse and the conventional temperature changes follow different scaling laws. As already mentioned in the early experimental work by Lawless[55](#ente201800166-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} for low fields and temperatures (blue area in Figure [13](#ente201800166-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}), the electrocaloric response of the AFE phase shows a quadratic dependence on the electric field (−Δ*T*∝*E* ^2^) whereas conventional linear scaling (Δ*T*∝*E*) characterizes the FE phase (red area in Figure [13](#ente201800166-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}). Based on this different scaling it was proposed, that a deviation from the AFE scaling law might indicate the presence of a minority FE phase.

![Schematic illustration of the dependency of the polarization in AFE La‐doped Pb(Zr,Ti)O~3~ on temperature and external field strength, based on experimental data adapted from Ref. [13](#ente201800166-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright **2015**, Wiley. In the blue area, where the AFE phase is present, the inverse ECE prevails, whereas in the red area the typical FE behavior showing the conventional ECE is found.](ENTE-6-1491-g016){#ente201800166-fig-0013}

It was also predicted for the prototypical AFE material PbZrO~3~ based on ab initio simulations that depolarization and epitaxial strain modify the relative stability of the FE and AFE phase in thin films.[57](#ente201800166-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#ente201800166-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} In particular, compressive strain systematically stabilizes the FE phase. In turn, depending on temperature, field strength, and strain both the conventional and inverse ECE can coexist.[57](#ente201800166-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} The coexistence of conventional and inverse ECE in one material, which has also been found in phase‐field simulations,[59](#ente201800166-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} might thus explain the partly inconsistent reports on the ECE in thin films.

A combination of temperature regimes with inverse and conventional ECE was reported for a number of single‐crystalline materials showing a number of phase transitions. Peräntie et al. studied ⟨011⟩−PbMg~1/3~Nb~2/3~O~3~--0.28 PbTiO~3~ single crystals by direct measurements and identified an inverse ECE in the temperature range between 60 and 70 °C.[14](#ente201800166-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Zhuo et al.[60](#ente201800166-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} recently investigated (Pb,La)(Zr,Sn,Ti)O~3~ single crystals at different temperatures and also found a sequence of an inverse ECE owing to a temperature‐driven polarization increase in the AFE phase, a conventional ECE in the FE phase, and another inverse ECE at higher temperatures due to field‐induced polarization enhancement, see Section 3.1.2. Similarly, a region with negative Δ*T* was identified by both direct and indirect measurements in a study on ⟨001⟩‐PbMg~1/3~Nb~2/3~O~3~--30 PbTiO~3~ single crystals.[15](#ente201800166-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} This phenomenon was attributed to the formation of a reversible field‐induced phase transition towards a state with a different polar direction. In lead‐free ceramics Bai et al.[11](#ente201800166-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} and Zheng et al.[61](#ente201800166-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} predicted an inverse ECE in Na~1/2~Bi~1/2~TiO~3~--BaTiO~3~ by indirect measurements and assigned it to the relaxor behavior at the ferroelectric to antiferroelectric transition. Uddin et al. predicted the inverse temperature change based on the indirect method for Na~1/2~Bi~1/2~TiO~3~--BaTiO~3~ solid solutions with Ba~1/2~Sr~1/2~TiO~3~ and explained it with the reorientation of the oxygen octahedra from the ferroelectric to antiferroelectric phase transition.[12](#ente201800166-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Jiang et al.[62](#ente201800166-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} reported for (1−*x*)Bi~1/2~N~1/2~TiO~3~--*x* KNbO~3~ that with increasing KNbO~3~ content, the depolarization temperature shifts to lower values and the ECE switches from inverse to conventional behavior. Recently, the coexistence of the inverse and conventional ECE has also been shown for a nanocrystalline ceramic of 0.9(Ka~1/2~N~1/2~)NbO~3~--0.1 SrTiO~3~.[63](#ente201800166-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}

As only a limited number of direct measurements were performed for antiferroelectrics experimentally,[8](#ente201800166-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#ente201800166-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#ente201800166-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#ente201800166-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#ente201800166-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} it is still not clear why some materials show an inverse ECE if prepared as bulk ceramics but not as thin film and vice versa.[13](#ente201800166-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} The presence of internal strain, time‐dependent phenomena in relaxors, and irreversible nonpolar--polar phase transition and phase coexistence might contribute to these discrepancies (see Section 4.1). It is therefore desirable to gain a better understanding of how the AFE/FE coupling present in a given material affects the inverse ECE in the AFE phase. As we are not aware of a corresponding study in literature, we use a simple model, which is a 3D‐approach similar to the 1D‐model chosen by Axelsson et al.,[39](#ente201800166-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} to understand these trends. Following Kittel\'s sublattice model, a discrete 3D‐spin vector model Hamiltonian \[Eq. (18)\] is applied and the temperature change is calculated using a microcanonical scheme with energy daemons. The configurational energy density$$H = - \sum\limits_{ij}J_{ij}\mathbf{P}_{i}\mathbf{P}_{j} - \sum\limits_{i}\mathbf{EP}_{i}$$

consists of two parts, where the summation runs over all lattice sites *i*. The first part describes the interaction between two neighboring sites *i* and *j* with polarizations *P~i~* and *P~j~*. The interaction strength is controlled by the coupling‐parameters *J~ij~* that are taken from a Gaussian distributed around a mean value *J* ~0~ with a standard deviation of Δ*J*. The second part is a local part that consists of the interaction of the polarization with the external field **E** that is applied in *z* direction. The number of directions for all polarizations is limited to six (±*x*±*y*±*z*) and the length of the polarization vectors is kept fixed at one length and only the direction is allowed to change. If *J~ij~* is positive, the polarization of cells tend to align parallel and thus the material behaves like a ferroelectric material. If *J~ij~* is negative the material becomes antiferroelectric.

While keeping Δ*J*=1 constant, we changed the mean coupling parameter stepwise from −3 (AFE) through 0 (AFE/FE) to +3 (FE) and examined the change in the ECE. Figure [14](#ente201800166-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"} a shows contour plots for five different electric fields in which the change in temperature is shown in different colors. Blue indicates no or small temperature change, red and yellow a large change, and green a negative change. The horizontal dotted lines at *J* ~0~=−2 and *J* ~0~=−0.5 show the positions of the curves from Figure [14](#ente201800166-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"} b and c. In agreement to the literature described before, an inverse ECE is observed for small electric fields and low temperatures if there is only AFE coupling present (*J* ~o~\<−1, Δ*J*=1). When the electric field change increases (*E*\>40) or if the temperature is increased (*T*\>7), the negative effect vanishes because the FE phase is induced or the system becomes paraelectric. The antiferroelectric system experiences a positive (or conventional) ECE only for higher electric fields or temperatures (Figure [14](#ente201800166-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"} b). For the mixed AFE/FE case shown in Figure [14](#ente201800166-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"} c the temperature change is always positive.

![Electrocaloric temperature change after the onset of an electrical field based on the spin lattice model in Equation (18). All numbers are given in reduced units. The contour plots in (a) show temperature variations for different coupling parameters *J* ~0~ varying from −3 (AFE) to 3 (FE) at different electric fields and initial temperatures. The Gaussian width Δ*J*=1 of the coupling parameters is kept constant for all calculations. The data shown in (b) and (c) correspond to the horizontal lines at *J* ~0~=−2 and −0.5.](ENTE-6-1491-g017){#ente201800166-fig-0014}

We can thus conclude that the presence of some AFE disorder in a predominantly FE‐ordered material cannot induce an inverse ECE. One rather needs a dominantly AFE ordered state to obtain a significant inverse ECE. The transition between inverse and conventional ECE with increasing field strength or reduced AF coupling is similar to the discussion on pinned defect dipoles in the previous section. Likewise, defect dipoles can only induce an inverse ECE if the internal bias field exceeds the external field.

4. Discussion {#ente201800166-sec-0009}
=============

In the previous two sections, we have discussed the basic thermodynamics relevant for the (inverse) EC effect and described different cases where the inverse EC response has been studied in detail. In this section, we describe wider aspects related to the inverse EC response such as possible "misinterpretation" related to the indirect measurements. We then briefly describe analogous inverse effects observed in magnetocaloric and elastocaloric materials. We also discuss how this effect can be used for practical applications through a refrigeration cycle that combines conventional and inverse effects and describe the possible drawbacks that should be avoided to design efficient devices.

4.1. Artifacts of the indirect method {#ente201800166-sec-0010}
-------------------------------------

In addition to the different mechanisms giving rise to the inverse EC effect discussed in Section 3, the prediction of an inverse ECE from experimental results can also be based on artifacts of the indirect method, see Section 2. First, suitable measurements of the pyroelectric coefficient (*∂P*/*∂T*)~*E*~ are necessary.[69](#ente201800166-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} For example, violation of the isostress and isofield conditions, especially in the case of thin films clamped to a substrate, may result in non‐intrinsic contributions to the pyroelectric effect and in extremely large deviation between measured electrocaloric and pyroelectric coefficients.[70](#ente201800166-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}

To evaluate (*∂P*/*∂T*)~*E*~ from experimental measurements, *P*(*T*) curves are usually extracted from *P*(*E*) measurements at different *T*, and are then fitted by a polynomial of high order (fourth or sixth) within a small temperature range. If the resulting *P*(*T*) curves are not smooth enough, for example, because of too large temperature intervals, this may give rise to large discrepancies, see also Ref. [8](#ente201800166-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}. Typically the *P*(*T*) curves for different values of *E* are estimated from the upper branch of the polarization--electric field hysteresis loops measured at different temperatures. Thus, the possible appearance of the inverse ECE for small fields sampling the lower branch and possible field‐induced switching events (Section 3.1.1) are not considered.

Furthermore, the indirect approach may result in the artificial inversion of the electrocaloric effect in certain temperature or electric field intervals, see Figure [15](#ente201800166-fig-0015){ref-type="fig"}. Such inversion is observed when unsaturated hysteresis loops are used for the analysis. At low temperatures the coercive field is large and for many unpoled ceramics, for example, after zero‐field cooling, the applied electric field is not strong enough to switch most of the domains. This results in a reduced polarization in the entire *P*(*E*) loop, see Figure [16](#ente201800166-fig-0016){ref-type="fig"} a. For increasing temperature the coercive field value decreases and more effective polarization switching becomes possible, for example, *P*(*E*) increases. Correspondingly, the field induced polarization will increase with temperature, and the resulting positive sign of (*∂P*/*∂T*)~*E*~ will imply the inverse ECE (Figure [16](#ente201800166-fig-0016){ref-type="fig"} b, c). Examples of analysis of such unsaturated hysteresis loops resulting in growing *P*(*T*) and inverse ECE were found in Na~0.5~Bi~0.5~TiO~3~,[11](#ente201800166-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#ente201800166-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} Sr and Nb co‐doped Pb(Zr,Ti)O~3~,[71](#ente201800166-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} K~0.5~Na~0.5~NbO~3~--0.1 SrTiO~3~,[63](#ente201800166-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} and Ba(Zr,Ti)O~3~(Ba,Ca)TiO~3~ [72](#ente201800166-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#ente201800166-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} (all ceramics).

![Example for the artificial prediction of an inverse ECE by the indirect method in NBT‐18KBT (0.92 Na~0.5~Bi~0.5~TiO~3~--0.18 K~0.5~Bi~0.5~O~3~) unpoled ceramics. A comparison between the direct and indirect ECE versus temperature measured for 22 kV cm^−1^ is shown. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [66](#ente201800166-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright **2015**, AIP Publishing.](ENTE-6-1491-g018){#ente201800166-fig-0015}

![Illustration of the failure of the indirect method for NBT ceramics. a) *P*(*E*) loops of NBT ceramics measured at different temperatures, b) the extracted temperature dependences of polarization, and c) the estimated electrocaloric temperature change. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [67](#ente201800166-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright **2014**, Elsevier.](ENTE-6-1491-g019){#ente201800166-fig-0016}

In certain cases, the sign change is not related to any phase transition. While in (1−*x*)Ba(Zr~0.2~Ti~0.8~)O~3~--*x*(Ba~0.7~Ca~0.3~)TiO~3~ [72](#ente201800166-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} and (Ba~0.9~Ca~0.1~)(Ti~0.5~Zr~0.5~)O~3~ [73](#ente201800166-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} ceramics the inverse ECE was related to the tetragonal‐rhombohedral and orthorhombic--tetragonal transition, respectively, it was actually observed at temperatures several tens of degree above the corresponding transition temperatures. For some similar materials the comparison between the directly and indirectly measured ECE shows that the negative sign of the latter is an artifact.[31](#ente201800166-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#ente201800166-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#ente201800166-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, for NBT‐18KBT (0.92 Na~0.5~Bi~0.5~TiO~3~--0.18 K~0.5~Bi~0.5~O~3~) ceramics, Le Goupil et al.[66](#ente201800166-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} found that direct measurements yield a positive ECE in the full studied temperature range while indirect estimations result in an inverse ECE at low temperatures. The authors assigned this discrepancy to be a result of the combination of the hysteresis loops not being fully saturated at the maximal field used (22 kV cm^−1^) and the decrease of the coercive field with increasing temperature, which leads to an increase of the induced polarization with temperature. Similarly, Birks et al.[31](#ente201800166-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} found that for unpoled NBT ceramics the indirectly estimated ECE changes the sign from negative to positive on heating whereas the directly measured effect remains positive in the full temperature range. They attributed this discrepancy to an increased resistance of polarization reorientation to the change in the electric field when the temperature is lowered. The low‐temperature state of unpoled NBT has relaxor character, with the polar structure consisting of polar nanoregions (PNR) with sizes of a few nanometers, with dipole moments frozen below the freezing temperature. At low temperatures these PNRs are difficult to reorient using an applied electric field. Upon heating, their reorientation becomes easier and the polarization measured from hysteresis loops grows.

More effective switching may be achieved by using lower frequencies for *P*(*E*) hysteresis loop measurements (also this will approach the experimental conditions of a typical direct EC experiment when a pulse electric field is applied) and/or by increasing the strength of the electric field. For example, in the case of relaxor 0.9 PMN--0.1 PT films a good agreement between the indirect and direct measurements (in both cases the ECE was positive) was observed at large electric fields (\>30 kV cm^−1^), which transfers the PNR state to the poled ferroelectric state.[75](#ente201800166-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}

A completely erroneous assignment of the inverse ECE can arise in more complex cases and in particular for irreversible contributions falsely assigned to the caloric effect. We here show an example of a two‐phase material, poly(vinylidenefluoride‐*co*‐trifluoroethylene) (PVDF--TrFE), with embedded micrometer‐sized BaTiO~3~ particles. The sample was poled by corona poling before the deposition of the electrodes. Afterwards, *P*(*E*) loops were recorded at different temperatures. During heating, the fit of the polarization versus temperature plot yields a smooth decline and a polynomial fit of 6th order will yield an apparently reliable ECE of 2.4 K, see Figure [17](#ente201800166-fig-0017){ref-type="fig"} a and c. Upon cooling it is clear that the system does not go back to its original state but remains depolarized (Figure [17](#ente201800166-fig-0017){ref-type="fig"} b). The field applied by the *P*(*E*) measurements results only in a partial polarization of the film. If the cooling cycle is fitted by a 6th order polynomial, a strong inverse ECE appears (Figure [17](#ente201800166-fig-0017){ref-type="fig"} d). This is a completely incorrect interpretation because the sample has partly depolarized. Fitting the entire span of temperature cooling yields a completely arbitrary fitting function. If measured at each temperature separately, the true ECE will be positive but strongly reduced because of the depolarization of the sample.

![Erroneous assignment of inverse ECE in a partly depolarizing sample of PVDF‐TrFe 10 % BaTiO~3~.[68](#ente201800166-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} After poling, the polarization in dependency of temperature and external field strength has been measured during a) heating and b) cooling of the sample. c, d) ECE calculated from a 6th order polynomial fit using Equation (6).](ENTE-6-1491-g020){#ente201800166-fig-0017}

In summary, in polycrystalline relaxor or ferroelectric ceramics, the electric fields applied by standard polarization hysteresis measurements might be insufficient to fully pole the ceramics at low temperatures (in particular for high frequencies). On heating, the coercive field decreases, which results in the growth of the switchable polarization, and therefore a spurious inverse electrocaloric effect is found by the indirect method. Possible indications for these artifacts are temperature‐ or field‐frequency‐dependent transitions between conventional and inverse ECE as well as simple depolarization.

4.2. Analogies to the inverse magnetocaloric, barocaloric, and elastocaloric effects {#ente201800166-sec-0011}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the electrocaloric effect, there exist other ferroic cooling effects that can be described by similar Maxwell relations to Equations (2) and (4).[2](#ente201800166-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#ente201800166-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#ente201800166-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#ente201800166-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}, [77](#ente201800166-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} For these responses both conventional and inverse responses were also found depending on the choice of the material, the temperature ranges, and direction and size of the external stimuli. In the following, we discuss some analogies to the ECE, but a general review is out of our scope.

The magnetocaloric effect is related to (*∂M*/*∂T*)\|~*H*~, with *H* and *M* the components of the magnetic field and the magnetization along the field direction.[34](#ente201800166-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#ente201800166-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}, [79](#ente201800166-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#ente201800166-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#ente201800166-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#ente201800166-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#ente201800166-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} Commonly, a conventional magnetocaloric effect is observed in the paramagnetic phase and at the ferromagnetic to paramagnetic phase transition, analogous to the discussion for ferroelectrics in Section 3. In the saturated ferromagnetic phase, the response is conventional and in principle also an inverse magnetocaloric effect is to be expected for antiparallel fields, analogous to the discussion in Section 3.1.1. However, the field‐induced changes of *M* in the saturated state are insignificant and thus the corresponding small conventional and inverse responses are not of technical relevance.

Some magnetic materials such as Ni--Mn‐based Heusler alloys undergo a coupled structural--magnetic phase transition with (*∂M*/*∂T*)\|~*H*~\>0 (e.g., between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic phase).[34](#ente201800166-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#ente201800166-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}, [79](#ente201800166-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#ente201800166-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#ente201800166-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#ente201800166-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} In these cases, a giant inverse caloric response can be induced as the external field stabilizes the "high entropy" phase[34](#ente201800166-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#ente201800166-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}, [79](#ente201800166-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#ente201800166-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#ente201800166-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#ente201800166-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#ente201800166-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} analogous to the discussion for ferroelectrics in Section 3.1.2. Despite this analogy, there are important differences between the responses of FE and magnetic materials. In the FE case, the ECE at the FE--FE transitions is anisotropic and even the sign of the response depends on the field direction. In contrast, the inverse magnetocaloric effec is related to a transition between different magnetic orderings, for example, ferro‐ and antiferromagnetic phases. Thus, one can expect that an external field always induces the inverse magnetocaloric effect for all possible relative alignments of field and magnetization. An even closer analogy could be drawn between the antiferromagnetic--ferromagnetic transition and a transition between a low‐temperature AFE phase and a high‐temperature FE phase. Indeed, an inverse ECE has been predicted at a corresponding phase transition for polycrystals of Pb~0.99~Nb~0.02~(Zr~0.85~Sn~0.13~Ti~0.02~)~0.98~O~3~ using the indirect method by Xu et al.[84](#ente201800166-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}

The inverse ECE in polar materials shows an important additional difference compared to the inverse response at the magnetostructural phase transition. In the magnetic case, the external field couples to the magnetic degrees of freedom while the latent heat is related to the transition of the structural degrees of freedom. Gottschall et al.[85](#ente201800166-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} highlighted the resulting dilemma for the magneto--structural transition: The entropy changes of the magnetic degrees of freedom and of the structural ones have opposite signs. In the FE/AFE cases the polarization is part of the lattice degrees of freedom and, as shown in Section 3.1.2, the latent heat of the transition and the continuous polarization change can also add up.

In addition to external electrical or magnetic fields, elastic stimuli may also induce structural--ferroic phase transitions and induce large caloric responses. First the barocaloric effect is related to hydrostatic pressure ∑~*i*=*j*~ **σ** ~*ij*~=−*p*, which couples to the fractional volume change *V*′=Δ*V*  *V* ^*−1*^ (*F*=*U*−*TS*−**E**⋅**P**+*pV*′). Inverse barocaloric effects were reported for various materials.[86](#ente201800166-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}, [87](#ente201800166-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}, [88](#ente201800166-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}, [89](#ente201800166-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [90](#ente201800166-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#ente201800166-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}, [92](#ente201800166-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} In particular, as measured directly in Ref. [90](#ente201800166-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}, BaTiO~3~ ceramics show an inverse barocaloric effect at the T--O and T--C phase transitions. At both phase boundaries, the high‐temperature phase with higher entropy has a smaller volume. Thus, by applying an external pressure one can induce a transition to the "high‐entropy" phase and the entropy increases with the latent heat of the transition in analogy to the discussion of the inverse ECE in Section 3.1.2. Furthermore, in analogy to the discussion for the ECE, it was reported that the broad thermal hysteresis of the T--O transition may induce an irreversible response whereas reversible temperature changes were found at the T--C transition.

One important difference between the ECE and the barocaloric effect is the isotropic character of hydrostatic pressure. Thus, in contrast to the ECE at FE--FE transitions, each pressure‐induced phase transition either always shows the conventional or the inverse response.

Uniaxial stress is a tensor quantity and an anisotropic caloric response is likely at FE--FE transitions, analogous to the discussion of the ECE in Section 3.1.2. The resulting elastocaloric effect is related to (*∂η*/*∂T*)\|~*σ*~, with *σ* and *η* the components of the stress and strain tensors along the direction of an uniaxial stress **σ** ~*i*~. For example, one would expect a stabilization of the T or O phase by tensile stress along \[001\] and \[011\], respectively. We are not aware of a systematic study on the stress‐induced phase transition in ferroelectrics for different field directions. Lisenko and Ponomareva reported the stabilization of the T phase by tensile stress along \[001\] resulting in a large conventional elastocaloric effect above *T* ~C~ of the T--C transition for (Ba,Sr)TiO~3~ by a stress‐induced first‐order phase transition.[93](#ente201800166-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"} The same trends were found for BaTiO~3~ by means of Landau theory in Ref. [94](#ente201800166-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}. Similar trends occur for AFE materials. For instance, a conventional ECE was reported for a stabilization of the AFE phase by compressive stress along \[010\] for PbZrO~3~.[95](#ente201800166-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}

Inverse elastocaloric effects were reported in Refs. [98](#ente201800166-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} and [99](#ente201800166-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} in several materials including ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics. Phenomenological calculations on BaTiO~3~‐based capacitors and thin films by Liu et al.[99](#ente201800166-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}, [100](#ente201800166-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"} yield inverse elastocaloric responses under compressive stress (below certain critical magnitude) applied along \[001\] to the tetragonal phase. The mechanism resembles the discussed inverse ECE induced by the reversed electric fields in Section 3.1.1. The authors proposed the caloric cycle concept of combining the tensile and appropriate compressive stress to take advantage of conventional and inverse elastocaloric effect similar to that explained in Section 4.3.[99](#ente201800166-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, they reported that the elastocaloric response depends crucially on epitaxial strain.[100](#ente201800166-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}

Although one could expect an inverse response at FE--FE transitions, for example, the T--O transition of BaTiO~3~, this needs verification by future work. For PbZrO~3~ it was predicted that tensile stress along \[010\] may induce the antiferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition resulting in an inverse elastocaloric response.[95](#ente201800166-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}

In ferroelectric and antiferroelectric materials, the strong coupling of the structural and polar degrees of freedom thus allows large electro‐, baro‐, and elastocaloric responses at the same phase transitions. On the one hand this facilitates enhancement of the overall caloric response or adjustment of the operation range by the combination of multiple stimuli or the choice of static elastic and electric boundary conditions.[94](#ente201800166-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}, [100](#ente201800166-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}, [101](#ente201800166-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}, [102](#ente201800166-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}, [103](#ente201800166-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}, [104](#ente201800166-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}, [105](#ente201800166-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}, [106](#ente201800166-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand at all FE‐FE transitions it depends on the choice of the stimulus and additionally on its direction (for the ECE and the elastocaloric response) and its sign whether the system shows a conventional or inverse response. Therefore, electro‐, elasto‐, and barocaloric responses may also compensate each other. This signifies that more studies on underlying mechanisms are needed to achieve practical multicaloric effects.[107](#ente201800166-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}, [108](#ente201800166-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}

4.3. Benefits and possible issues {#ente201800166-sec-0012}
---------------------------------

As mentioned in Section 1, several suggestions have been made to combine inverse and conventional ECE to achieve larger overall temperature changes and improved cooling. Figure [18](#ente201800166-fig-0018){ref-type="fig"} illustrates an example of the possible benefits of the combination of conventional and inverse ECE through field reversal or the additional application of non‐collinear field. The inner cycle illustrates the cooling by means of the conventional ECE and a unipolar field **E** ~1~. The overall temperature change can be enhanced, if the field is not simply removed but ramped to **E** ~2~, which is either antiparallel or non‐collinear to **E** ~1~, see the outer cycle. We note that one can also enhance Δ*T* by simply increasing the strength of *E* ~1~. However, the combination of inverse and conventional ECE allows to obtain the same Δ*T* for a smaller maximal magnitude of the applied field. This is a promising alternative as one can reduce Joule heating and avoid ferroelectric breakdown.

![Example for the combination of conventional and inverse ECE by reversed or non‐collinear field to enhance the overall temperature span Δ*T* in an EC cycle. The inner cycle utilizes the conventional ECE (ramping the field between 0 and **E** ~1~), while the conventional and inverse ECE are combined in the outer cycle (applying a second field **E** ~2~) enhancing the Δ*T*: i: isothermal heat absorption, ii: adiabatic heating, iii: isothermal heat release, and iv: adiabatic cooling. Adapted from Ref. [27](#ente201800166-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} with permission. Copyright **2016**, American Physical Society.](ENTE-6-1491-g021){#ente201800166-fig-0018}

As seen in all examples discussed throughout this article, inverse and conventional effects occur in the same systems and within field and temperature regions that are in most cases very similar to each other. Thus, only a small change in temperature or an applied field that is slightly too high can switch the EC response from inverse to conventional and vice versa. To realize combined EC cooling cycles, such as the one depicted in Figure [18](#ente201800166-fig-0018){ref-type="fig"}, and combine inverse and conventional effect in an optimal way, it is therefore crucial to have good control of the applied field and the main characteristics of the active material (i.e., homogeneous and sharp phase transition temperatures, grain orientation, defect structure etc.).

To utilize the inverse ECE at first‐order transitions, one has to overcome potential problems with irreversibilities and the thermal hysteresis. In particular irreversible changes of the domain structure and the stucking of the system or parts of it in the coexistence range may result in the degeneration of the caloric response and an irreversible heating of the sample. Theses aspects need further investigation by direct determinations of the ECE in cycling electrical fields. Also, if the transition is very sharp in temperature, this can limit the temperature range available for efficient cooling. The possibility to also work at FE--FE transitions, and not just above the FE--PE transition temperature, provides further flexibility in choosing suitable materials for future applications. Furthermore, large adiabatic temperature changes at the transitions can in principle be achieved using relatively small fields through the latent heat contribution \[Eq. (14)\]. For such fields, inverse and conventional ECE at the transitions can be of the same order of magnitude.

Defect engineering in a ferroelectric material provides an additional promising route to tune the inverse EC response, particularly above *T* ~C~. This concept asks for experimental verification. In the FE phases, an enhancement of the inverse ECE by defects is also possible; however, this comes along with the issue of irreversibilities, as discussed in Section 3.2. In particular, field application and removal may result in different work losses and thus irreversible temperature changes. Most likely these irreversibilities are negligible without switching of the polarization or for slim hysteresis, for example, close to phase transitions or in case of relaxors. Moreover, defect dipoles may switch with time, trying to follow the polarization of the host matrix due to electrostatic coupling. The impact of switching defect dipoles on inverse ECE and the ECE cycle remains a challenging topic.

For both the inverse ECE at FE--FE transitions and above *T* ~C~ for defect doped materials, one can furthermore think of tuning the temperature range with maximal inverse response by the use of solid solutions such as Ba(Zr,Ti)O~3~ or Ba(Sr,Ti)O~3~ to obtain large inverse responses at lower temperatures.[17](#ente201800166-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [109](#ente201800166-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}, [110](#ente201800166-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}, [111](#ente201800166-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}, [112](#ente201800166-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}, [113](#ente201800166-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"} Strain engineering may also be used for this purpose.[103](#ente201800166-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}, [104](#ente201800166-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}, [105](#ente201800166-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}, [106](#ente201800166-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}, [114](#ente201800166-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}

Another possibility to stabilize large inverse responses below *T* ~C~ is the appearance of the antiferroelectric phase in some materials. However, in this case one may not be able to switch between conventional and inverse ECE by a simple rotation or reversal of the field direction due to the reported isotropic character of the inverse response. In addition, the field‐induced transition into the ferroelectric "low entropy" phase has to be avoided.

Because an EC device must be driven cyclically, fatigue can be an issue. Unipolar cycling has almost no influence.[115](#ente201800166-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"} In addition, small negative fields are not critical as studies of partially negative fields in cyclic loading have shown. Thus, as long as the inverse ECE is legitimately applicable for the different cases discussed above, fatigue should not be a major issue. Only very high cycle numbers may ultimately yield problems.

However, at the very moment when irreversible switching sets in at negative fields for a bipolar field cycling, the significant fatigue damage also starts.[116](#ente201800166-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"} For ferroelectric thick films and bulk materials, ionic drift is one of the major reasons leading to fatigue. Due to the strong electric fields encountered at domain walls, ionic drift is actually stronger under bipolar loading of a ferroelectric than under unipolar loading.[115](#ente201800166-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}, [117](#ente201800166-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"} The resulting internal fields then shift the bipolar hysteresis.[118](#ente201800166-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"} As discussed in Section 3.2, depending on the direction and magnitude of the shift, both conventional and inverse ECE can either be enhanced or reduced by such bias fields. Furthermore, these fields act very locally, and individual grains in ceramics encounter increasingly different field environments and ultimately strain differences in adjacent grains may yield microcracking.[119](#ente201800166-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}

5. Summary and Outlook {#ente201800166-sec-0013}
======================

From the discussion in the preceding sections, it becomes clear that the inverse electrocaloric effect (ECE) is neither a pure artifact nor a small absurdity. There are various materials giving rise to an actual inverse ECE, the magnitude of which is comparable to the conventional ECE. In fact all ferroelectrics (FE) can potentially exhibit an inverse ECE response for certain field protocols.[23](#ente201800166-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#ente201800166-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#ente201800166-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#ente201800166-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Most reports of inverse EC response can be assigned to one of the following categories: 1) Ferroelectrics with an electric field applied antiparallel to the remanent polarization within the FE phase. 2) Systems with FE--FE phase transitions, where the applied field can induce a transition to a higher‐entropy phase for which the spontaneous polarization is oriented more favorably with respect to the applied field or at least rotates the polarization partially towards this direction. 3) Antiferroelectrics (AFE) for field strength below the critical field strength of the AFE--FE transition. 4) Acceptor‐doped aged FE materials with internal bias fields antiparallel to the applied field. In general, inverse effects are likely for all systems with imprint fields.

We note that there have been a few reports on inverse ECE that do not directly fall in these categories. For instance, reduction or rotation of polarization by mechanical stress or surface effect can lead to an inverse ECE.[59](#ente201800166-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, based on phase‐field simulation, Li et al. reported a local inverse ECE at 180° domain walls.[18](#ente201800166-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} They claimed that this inverse ECE is due to the decrease of local polarization when the direction of the applied electric field is opposite to the dipole direction of the domain pattern (see discussion in Section. 3.1.1).

An inverse ECE was reported also for some relaxor systems.[14](#ente201800166-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} However, it has the same origin as for conventional ferroelectrics when the applied field stabilizes the high‐entropy phase and is not related to a particular relaxor character of these materials.

It appears that in all these cases the inverse ECE is related to the presence of competing phases or other sorts of competing states, for example, oppositely poled remanent states or domain configurations, different FE phases, competition between the dipolar field owing to polar defect complexes and the externally applied field, or between the AFE and a homogeneously polarized phase. The applied field then destabilizes the initial order in favor of the competing one.

A good understanding of the circumstances under which inverse EC effects can occur is not only desirable for enhancement of the overall ECE but also for avoiding unintentional superposition of conventional and inverse effects. In particular, small bias fields in the presence of defects or by fatigue may reduce the conventional response.

Furthermore, the experimentally observed inverse ECE in ceramics and relaxors may be an artifact of the indirect method as discussed in Section 4.1. The appearance of a temperature or frequency dependent transition between conventional and inverse ECE away from phase transitions and ferroelectric switching as well as unsaturated polarization loops, are warnings for this artifact.

We hope that this extensive Review on the inverse electrocaloric effect will encourage further studies on this important aspect and facilitate the further development of devices based on the ECE.
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